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Abstract: In presented paper a new approach to a collision-
free trajectory generating for a wheeled mobile robot with 
Adaptive Critic Designs and Fuzzy Logic algorithm, is proposed. 
The presented discrete hierarchical control system consists of 
a trajectory generating algorithm based on a reactive navigation 
of the wheeled mobile robot in an unknown 2D environment with 
static obstacles, and a tracking control system. A strategy of 
reactive navigation is developed including two main behaviours: 
an obstacle avoiding behaviour and a goal-seeking behaviour, 
realised in a form of Adaptive Critic Design algorithms. These 
simple, individual behaviours are combined by the fuzzy 
combiner of behaviours that determines influence of the individual 
behaviours on the trajectory generation process, according to the 
environment conditions. The tracking control system is composed 
of two Dual-Heuristic Dynamic Programming algorithms, the 
supervisory term and the PD controller. Verification of the 
proposed control algorithm was realised using the mobile robot 
Pioneer 2-DX, equipped with one laser and eight sonar range 
finders, that provides object detection.

Keywords: neural dynamic programming, navigation, wheeled 
mobile robot, neural networks

1. Introduction

The development of mobile robotics in recent years allo-
wed to increase area of its applications. Simultaneously it 
made realisation of more complex tasks possible and invo-
lved necessity of more complicated control systems deve-
lopment. Increase of the wheeled mobile robots (WMRs) 
constructions complexity, quantity of information received 
from the environment, and performance of microproces-
sors, allowed to design control systems capable of genera-
ting a WMR motion trajectory in a real time and modi-
fying it according to the environment conditions, e.g. posi-
tion of obstacles. There are many different approaches to 
the problem of planning the path of the WMR, e.g. [1, 3, 4, 
7, 10–13], but the most popular are global methods in the 
known environment and local methods that use sensor based 
systems and can be applied in the unknown environment. 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms, as Neural Networks 
(NNs) or Fuzzy Logic (FL) systems, are widely use to solve 
this kind of problems. The development of AI methods allo-
wed to apply Bellman’s Dynamic Programming (DP) idea 
in a form of Neural Dynamic Programming (NDP) algo-
rithms, also known as Adaptive Critic Designs (ACDs) [2, 
14–16]. ACDs make generating the sub-optimal control law 
in forward processes possible.

In the presented article a new approach to a collision 
free trajectory generating for the WMR Pioneer 2-DX, with 
usage of NDP algorithms, is proposed. Designed hierarchi-
cal control system consists of the trajectory generator, ba-
sed on ACDs in Action Dependant Heuristic Dynamic Pro-
gramming (ADHDP) configuration, that generate behavio-
ural control signals in the goal-seeking (GS) and the ob-
stacle-avoiding (OA) tasks, and a FL algorithm, that ge-
nerates signal used to soft switching behavioural control si-
gnals. This approach guarantees generation of the trajectory 
in the complex task of goal-seeking with obstacle-avoiding, 
and its realisation using the tracking control system with 
ACDs in Dual Heuristic Programming (DHP) configuration.

The results of researches presented in the article continue 
authors earlier works related to the path planning [10, 11]  
and the tracking control [8, 9] of the WMR using NDP me-
thods. The paper is organised in the following way: the first 
section includes a short introduction into the WMR path 
planning problems, the second section presents a discrete 
model of the WMR dynamics. Next section includes the de-
scription of the proposed hierarchical control system, with 
the path planning algorithm. In following sections there are 
presented results of experiments realised using the WMR 
Pioneer 2-DX and summary of the research project.

2. Model of the mobile robot  
Pioneer 2-DX

The WMR Pioneer 2-DX is composed of two driving 
wheels, a  frame and a  third, free rolling castor wheel. 
The WMR weights mR = 9 kg, its basic dimensions are 

Fig. 1. The wheeled mobile robot Pioneer 2-DX
Rys. 1. Mobilny robot kołowy Pioneer 2-DX
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shown in fig. 1. Is has eight ultrasonic range finders s1, …, 
s8 and one laser range finder sL.

The movement of the non-holonomic WMR Pioneer 
2-DX is analyzed in the xy plane [5, 6]. The WMR is 
schematically shown in fig. 2.

The dynamics of the WMR was modelled using 
Maggie’s mathematical formalism [5, 6]. Using Euler’s 
derivative approximation and the state vector  

 where  corresponds to the vector of 
continuous angular velocities [ ] [ ]

T
1 2,α α α⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦ , we obtained 

a discrete notation of the WMR dynamics, that can be 
written in a form
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where M, C(z2{k}), F(z2{k}) – matrixes and 
vectors that derive from the WMR dynamics, 
td – the vector of bounded disturbances, 
u{k} – the tracking control signal, h – time 
discretisation parameter, k – index of iteration 
steps.

The dynamics model of the WMR was 
described in detail in [5], the closed loop 
system used in the tracking control system 
synthesis, was described in detail in [8, 9].

3. Hierarchical control system

The proposed hierarchical control system 
consists of the tracking control system 
and the trajectory generator, both build 
using NDP algorithms. The scheme of the 
hierarchical control system is shown in fig. 2.

3.1. Tracking control system
The problem of tracking control is defined 
as searching for the control signal, that 
minimises tracking errors in the form
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the wheeled mobile robot Pioneer 2-DX in the 
2D environment

Rys. 2. Schemat robota mobilnego Pioneer 2-DX w środowisku 2D

for the desired trajectory ,, TT
2

T
1 kdkdkd zzz =  where z{k} 

→ zd{k} when k → ∞, and the control system remains sta-
ble. Filtered tracking error s{k} is defined as

 ,12}{ kkk ees Λ−=  (3)

where Λ – a positive defined, fixed diagonal matrix.
In the tracking control system, in detail described 

in [9], were used ACDs in Dual Heuristic Dynamic 
Programming (DHP) configuration. The overall tracking 
control signal
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consists of the ACDs control signal uA{k}, the supervisory 
element control signal { }

*
kSu , the PD control signal uPD{k} 

and the uE{k} control signal. The supervisory element, deri-
ved from the Lyapunov stability theorem, ensures stabili-
ty, which means that the filtered tracking error s{k} is boun-
ded.

3.2. Trajectory generator
In the presented trajectory generator a strategy of reactive 
navigation is developed including two main behaviours: 
OA and GS [1, 3, 10], schematically shown in fig. 4. These 
simple, individual behaviours are combined by the fuzzy 
combiner of behaviours (CB), that determines influence 
of the individual behaviours on the trajectory generation 
process, according to the environment conditions.

Behavioural control system in the goal-seeking 
behaviour. Behavioural control signals in the GS 
behaviour are generated using NDP algorithms in ADHDP 
configuration, in detail described in [8].

Fig. 3. Scheme of the hierarchical control system
Rys. 3. Schemat hierarchicznego układu sterowania
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and the straight line pG, b{k} – a temporary angle of the 
self-turn of the WMR’s frame.

The local costs LCGv{k} and { }CG kL β� were assumed in the 
forms
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where GvR , GR β� , GvQ , GQ β�  – positive constants, { } { },Gv k G ku u β�

– the overall behavioural control signals, that consist of 
control signals generated by actor NNs

, and proportional (P) controller 
signal

 { } { } { }kGPkGAkG uuu +=  (8)

where  ,  kGPK – a positive 
defined, fixed diagonal matrix.

NDP structures are classified as Reinforcement Lear-
ning (RL) methods, where algorithms search for the opti-
mal control law by exploring acceptable control laws and 
states of the system, and exploiting obtained strategies. 
Use of the proportional controller in the presented beha-
vioural control system is an innovative approach that limits 
exploration by prompting the NDP structure proper con-
trol signal at the beginning of the NNs’ weights adaptation 
process, what prevents from the trial and error learning.

The behavioural control signals uGA{k} in the GS task 
are generated by two ADHDP actor-critic structures, com-
posed of;
1) critic, that estimates the suboptimal value function  

or , and is realised 
in the form of Random Vector Functional Link (RVFL) 
NN with output signal
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where – vectors of output-layer weights, 
S(.) – the vector of sigmoidal bipolar neurons activation 
functions,  – NNs’ input vectors, that con-
tain adequate errors and control signals. Critics’ weights 
are adapted by the back propagation method of the Tem-
poral Difference errors in the form
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2) actor, that generates the suboptimal control law  
or , is realised in the form of RVFL NN with 
output signal

 

 (11)

The objective of the NDP algorithm is to determine 
the sub-optimal control law, that minimises the value 
function V{k}  (x{k}, u{k}) [2, 14–16], which is function of 
the state x{k} and the control u{k} in general case
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where n – last step of the finite discrete process, g – 
a discount factor (0 � g � 1), LC{k} (x{k}, u{k}) – a local cost 
in step k.

The generated velocity error eGv{k} and the angle of the 
WMR’s frame turn error { }kGe β� for the GS behaviour are 
defined in the form
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where f( ) – a sigmoidal unipolar function, { }
*
G kl  Î <0, 1> 

– the normalised distance to the goal G, 
{ } { } { }

* / , , ,GmxG k G k G kl l l l A G= =  lGmx – the maximal distance 
to the goal G, vA{k} – a realized velocity of the point A of 
the WMR, *

Av  – a maximal defined velocity of the point 
A, jG{k} – an angle between the axis of the WMR’s frame 

Fig. 4. a) Scheme of the goal-seeking behaviour, b) scheme of 
the obstacle avoiding behaviour

Rys. 4. a)  Schemat realizacji zadania „podążaj do celu”, 
b) schemat realizacji zadania „omijaj przeszkody”
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and its weights are adapted by the back propagation 
method of errors

 

 (12)

In the behavioural control systems were used RVFL NNs 
with fixed input-layer weights, randomly chosen in the in-
itialization process, set to zero initial output-layer weights 
and neurons with sigmoidal bipolar activation functions. 
Each NN had eight neuron activation functions.

Behavioural control system in the obstacle avoiding be-
haviour. The control system in the OA task is build in the 
same way that in the GS task. The actor-critic structures 
minimises the value functions based on errors of generated 
velocity { }Ov ke  and the middle of the free space { }O ke β� . The 
behavioural control signals { }OA ku  in the OA task are ge-
nerated by two ADHDP actor-critic structures and the pro-
portional controller.

Fuzzy combiner of behaviours. We used the Takagi-Su-
geno FL model, with triangular or trapezoidal affiliation 
functions to fuzzy sets. The FL controller contains the ru-
les base that consists of m = 25 rules in a form:

  

(13)

where { }
*
O kd Î <0, 1> – the normalised distance to the 

obstacle, { } [ ]{ } ( ) [ ]{ } ( ) [ ]{ } ( )(*
2 31 2 1min , , ,LO k L k L k F kd d s d s d s=

[ ]{ } ( ) [ ]{ } ( ))6 71 2, / ,OmxR k R kd s d s l  Omxl – the maximal range of 
sensors, { }B ka  – the combination of individual behaviours 
control signal, “lS”, “dS”, “aM”– linguistic labels of 
affiliation functions to the fuzzy sets.

Scheme of the rules base is shown in fig. 5, where 
linguistic labels of particular affiliation functions to the 
fuzzy sets are: “WS0”– very small, near zero, “WS”– very 

Fig. 5. Scheme of the rules base with fuzzy logic
Rys. 5. Schemat bazy reguł układu z logiką rozmytą

small, “S”– small, “M”– medium, “B”– big, “WB”– very 
big, “WB1”– very big, near one.

The trajectory generation system generates the 
control signal T, B ku u , on the basis of control 
signals generated for the individual behaviours; the goal-
seeking  and the obstacle avoiding 

, according to equation

 
. (14)

In the global co-ordinate system xy position of the 
WMR is described by , where  
are co-ordinates of the point A. The angular velocities for 
proper wheels are calculated according to equation
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where *β�  – a maximal defined angular velocity of the self 
turn of the WMR frame, l1, r = r[1] = r[2] – the lengths that 
derive from the WMR geometry.

4. Experiment results

Verification of the proposed control algorithm was reali-
sed by a series of experiments using the WMR Pione-
er 2-DX in the laboratory environment. The experimen-
tal system consists of the WMR Pionner 2-DX and PC 
with the dSpace DS1102 digital signal processing board, 
MATLAB and dSpace Control Desk software. In this sec-
tion, for the sake of simplicity, all variables are presented 
in a continuous domain of the time and there is not used 
k index, h = 0.01 s.

On the basis of range finder signals the proposed 
control system generated the collision free path of the 
point A of the WMR’s frame from the starting point to 
the goal. The environment maps with trajectories of the 
point A, positions of obstacles localised by range finders 
and the destination in points G(0.8, 4.2) and G(3.4, 5.0), 
are shown in fig. 6a) and b). In the figure the start position 
of the WMRis marked by the triangle, the goal is marked 
by the ”X”.

The map of the environment was projected in the way, 
that none of the behavioural control systems in the OA 
or the GS task are able to generate the successive path, 
it is possible on the basis of the control signal generated 
by the presented algorithm with the fuzzy coordinator 
of the behaviours. Obstacles detected by the sensors 
system are pointed by black dots in fig. 6. The quality 
of measurements depends on the type of used range 
finders, and has a significant influence on the trajectory 
generating process. The best mapping of the obstacles 
localization was realized using the laser range finder, but 
in measurements taken by sonars errors occurred. The 
localisations of obstacles were computed on the basis of 
sensors readings, known geometry of the sensors system, 
localisation of the point A and orientation of the WMR’s 
frame, measured using incremental encoders. Errors 
in sensors readings and measurements of the realised 
angles of the self-turn of wheels influence on computed 
localisations of detected obstacles in coordinates of 
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the map, what cause a  difference between actual and 
computed localisations of obstacles in fig. 6.a) and b).

On the basis of the WMR’s sensor system signals was 
generated the FL combination of behaviours control signal 
aB shown in fig. 7.a), for the goal G(0.8, 4.2), and the 
overall trajectory generator control signals uBv and Bu β� , 
shown in fig. 7.b). The control signals uBv and Bu β�  are 
a fuzzy combination of behavioural control signals uOv and 

Ou β�  for the OA behaviour, presented in fig. 7c), and the 
control signals uGv and Gu β�  for the GS behaviour, shown in 
fig. 7d).

The control signals in the GS behaviour are smooth, 
because are computed according to eq. (6) on the basis 
of localisation of points A and G, and orientation of the 
WMR’s frame. The control signals in the OA behaviour 
and the aB signal depend on disturbed sensors readings, 
therefore are not smooth.

Values of the actor’s (WGA1) and the critic’s (WGC1) 
NN weights of the ADHDP structure, that generates the 
behavioural control signal uGAv in the GS behaviour, are 
shown in fig. 7a) and b). Weights of NNs are bounded and 
converge to the fixed values.

Fig. 6. The environment map with the path of the point A of the 
Pioneer 2-DX to the goal: a) G(0.8, 4.2), b) G(3.4, 5.0)

Rys. 6. Mapa otoczenia z torem ruchu punktu A mobilnego robota 
Pioneer 2-DX do celu: a) G(0,8, 4,2), b) G(3,4, 5,0)

Fig. 7. a) Signal aB, b) overall control signals uBv and ,
c) control signals uOv and uO b

. for the obstacle avoiding 
behaviour, d) control signals uGv and  for the goal-
seeking behaviour

Rys. 7. a) Sygnał aB, b) całkowite sygnały sterowania uBv i  ,
c) sygnały sterowania uOv i  uO b

. w zadaniu „omijaj 
przeszkody”, d) sygnały sterowania uGv i   w zadaniu 
„podążaj do celu”
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On the basis of the overall trajectory generator control 
signals uBv and Bu β� , according to the eq. (15), were 
computed desired angular velocities of the WMR ( [ ]1dα� ,

[ ]2dα�  that denote to zd2[1] and zd2[2]), realised using the 
tracking control system with the overall tracking control 
signals u[1], u[2], shown in fig. 7b). The desired and realised 
( [ ]1α� , [ ]2α� ) angular velocities of the WMR are shown in 
fig. 7a).

Values of the actor’s (WA1) and the critic’s (WC1) NN 
weights of the NDP structure in DHP configuration, that 
generates the tracking control signal u[1], are shown in fig. 
10 a) and b). Weights of NNs are bounded and converge 
to the fixed values.

5. Summary

The proposed hierarchical control system, with NDP struc-
tures in ADHDP configuration in the trajectory generator 
and DHP algorithms in the tracking control system, gene-
rates and realises the collision free trajectory of the WMR 
Pioneer 2-DX in the unknown 2D environment with sta-
tic obstacles. The trajectory generator consists of the FL 
controller and two behavioural control systems for the OA 
and the GS behaviour. The FL system generates control 
signal used to soft switching of the behavioural control 
signals. Each of the behavioural control algorithms consist 
of ACDs and the proportional regulator, what is an innova-
tive approach that prevents from the time consuming trial 
and error learning. The generated trajectory provides, that 
the point A of the WMR Pioneer 2-DX reaches the goal. 
Significant influence on the trajectory generating process 
have a quality of measurements and a type of used ran-
ge finders. The projected hierarchical control system with 

Fig. 8. a) Weights of the ADHDP actor 1 NN, b) weights of the 
ADHDP critic 1 NN

Rys. 8. a) Wagi sieci neuronowej aktora WGA1 struktury ADHDP, 
b) wagi sieci neuronowej krytyka WGC1 struktury ADHDP

Fig. 9. a) Desired ( [ ]1dα� , [ ]2dα� ) and realized ( [ ]1α� , [ ]2α� ) angular 
velocities, b) the overall tracking control signals u 1  and u 2

Rys. 9. a) Zadane ( [ ]1dα� [ ]2dα� ) i zrealizowane ( [ ]1α� [ ]2α� ) prędkości 
kątowe obrotu kół robota mobilnego, b) całkowite 
sygnały sterowania ruchem nadążnym u 1  u 2

Fig. 10. a) Weights of the DHP actor 1 NN, b) weights of the 
DHP critic 1 NN

Rys. 10. a) Wagi sieci neuronowej aktora WA1 struktury DHP, b) 
wagi sieci neuronowej krytyka WC1 struktury DHP
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sensor-based navigator works on-line and does not require 
the preliminary learning of NNs.
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Zastosowanie aproksymacyjnego programowania 

dynamicznego w nawigacji mobilnego robota 

kołowego

Streszczenie: W prezentowanym artykule zaproponowano 
nowe podejście do generowania bezkolizyjnych trajektorii ru-
chu mobilnych robotów kołowych z zastosowaniem algorytmów 
adaptacyjnego krytyka oraz układów z logiką rozmytą. Zapre-
zentowany hierarchiczny układ sterowania składa się z warstwy 
generowania trajektorii ruchu bazującej na idei odruchowej na-
wigacji mobilnego robota kołowego w nieznanym środowisku 
2D ze statycznymi przeszkodami oraz warstwy sterowania ru-
chem nadążnym. Sterowanie odruchowe obejmuje dwa pod-
stawowe zadania: omijanie przeszkód oraz podążanie do celu, 
zrealizowane z zastosowaniem algorytmów adaptacyjnego kry-
tyka. Te proste zachowania są łączone przez układ z logiką 
rozmytą, który określa wpływ poszczególnych zachowań na 
proces generowania trajektorii w zależności od warunków otoc-
zenia sterowanego obiektu. Weryfikacja zaproponowanego al-
gorytmu sterowania została zrealizowana z zastosowaniem mo-
bilnego robota kołowego Pioneer 2-DX, wyposażonego w dal-
mierz laserowy i osiem sonarów ultradźwiękowych, służących 
do wykrywania przeszkód.

Słowa kluczowe: aproksymacyjne programowanie dynamic-
zne, sterowanie behawioralne, mobilny robot, nawigacja
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